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Abstract— the paper provides a prototype for multimedia content delivery with reduced channel code 
rate from conventional Non Transmittable Codewords Enhanced Viterbi Algorithm. The code rate 
reduction was simulated using VB.NET Viterbi simulator available at College of Informatics and Virtual 
Education-University of Dodoma. The study approximates Uplink and downlink speeds limits of the 
prototype using High Speed Packet Access Evolved technology by assuming all other parameters remain 
constant. The uplink and downlink of the prototype is clearly presented. The code rate of 1/3 was 
obtained by simulating different 8-bits patterns. This code rate of 1/3 enabled reduction of encoder output 
bits from 48-bits to 24-bits, therefore, few bits would be sent to the network and bandwidth conservation 
is attained.  This makes the prototype to be the good choice for low network bandwidth channel. In 
addition, the reduced code rate will reduce the expenses of user internet bundles, because number of MBs 
to be charged will be smaller. This prototype for multimedia delivery over network has three benefits, 
high data transmission reliability due to adopted NTC Enhanced Viterbi, minimum network bandwidth 
utilization and satisfied uplink and downlink access speed.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Forward Error Corrections (FEC) since 1940s, is one of classes of techniques used for reliable data 
transmission at the price of bandwidth expansion ([3], [4]). This bandwidth expansion is due to the fact that, FEC 
encoder adds additional bits per one or more original bits of data in order to compact introduced transmission 
errors ([5], [6]). These additional bits are called redundancy bits, and they are used by techniques implemented at 
decoder to recover original data bits even if some bits were received in errors [7]. 

One of famous algorithms that have been used to recover data bits at the decoder is called Viterbi Algorithm 
(VA) ([8], [20]). VA works with code rate of 1/ 2, meaning 1-bit of data at encoder will produce 2-bits for 
transmission, and the VA will restore that bit from received 2-bits. Hence for Forward Error Corrections (FEC) 
schemes, the degree of reliability and the corresponding redundancy depend on code rate of particular FEC 
algorithm and encoder implemented. 

Innovation of high speed technologies i.e. 3G to 5G technologies, urbanization and unsettled environmental 
conditions make VA to poorly recovery transmitted data bits at destination, especially when there is burst error 
conditions ([9], [20]). The burst errors make VA to left many number of bits in errors, therefore, data are 
retrieved in distorted state. These remains errors are called residual errors ([10], [11]). 

Non Transmittable Codewords (NTC) Enhanced Viterbi Algorithm (VA) reported in ([12], [19]) has 
improved VA in term of residual error corrections by more than 80%. The NTC Enhanced VA achieved these 
results, by using two techniques called Lower Locked Bits (LLB) and Non Transmittable Codewords. The overall 
code rate of this NTC Enhanced Viterbi is 1/6; meaning for 1-bit of data encoder will produce 6-bits for 
transmission.   

The term Multimedia, is used when there is integration of digital medias i.e. text, images and video, in a 
single telecommunication service [1]. Multimedia content being in digital format, takes advantage of all digital 
processing including encryption, compression and encoding. 
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Multimedia files have large number of megabytes [27]. Explosion of multimedia applications such as 
WhatsApp and YouTube would results to traffics that can flood the network. The outcome will be demands of 
large network bandwidth, high data transmission reliability and the needs of a low transmission delay from the 
network [28]. Failure to meet those demands would cost in time - delay sensitive feature of multimedia. Due to 
high channel coding rate of 1/6 for NTC Enhanced VA [12], then network transmission of multimedia files under 
NTC Enhanced will demands large buffer size at network nodes and large network bandwidth for transmissions.    

During network-busy hours, the code rate employed in NTC enhanced method can overwhelm existing 
technologies channel capacities (refer Fig. 1), because bits streams of large multimedia files demand large 
transmission bitrates. Hence, networks with lower transmission bitrates will experience high network latency and 
data transmission delay.  

This paper therefore, developed a prototype based on Non Transmittable Codewords Enhanced Viterbi 
Algorithm with reduced code rate from 1/6 to 1/x, where x<6 so as to conserve network bandwidth. The paper 
also approximates the prototype uplink and downlink transmission speed limits, for multimedia content delivery. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The study involved two procedure, 1st is a simulation of encoder outputs bits in order to determined reduce 
code rate, and 2nd consist of approximations of the uplink and downlink speeds bounds. Both 1st and 2nd results 
were used to design the uplink and downlink of the prototype. 

 
Figure. 1. Channel capacities of technologies supporting multimedia delivery [14] 

A. Simulation 

VB.NET Viterbi simulator available at University of Dodoma was used for the simulation. The simulator was 
used to generate randomly 8-bits patterns as input to the encoder. These patterns were passed to the simulator (2, 
1, 2) lower locked convolutional encoder to generates 48-bits pattern for transmissions. To simulate effect of 
transmission media, random numbers of bits were deleted from transmitted bits patterns. The modified patterns 
submitted to the NTC enhanced decoder, and a measurement against bit recovery ability was conducted.  

The study variables at this simulation were number of deleted bits at encoder outputs in relation to bit 
recovery performances. The bit recovery performance was given as 1-BER, where BER stand for Bit Error Rates, 
expressed as ratio of number of bits in error over original number of bits. In this study, this BER corresponding to 
the ratio between number of bits in error of the recovered 8-bits pattern from the simulator after certain encoder 
output bits’ deletion against original 8-bits pattern. The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 2. 

B. Speed Approximation 

High Speed Packet Access Evolved (HSPA+) is the 3G technology with at least better performance for 
multimedia applications, when installation of 4G or later technologies is expensive ([2], [16]). HSPA+ implement 
hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ), whereby convolutional codes are used in transmission of small block 
size of data i.e. Broadcast Control Channel (BCH) data. A theoretical assumption made for the HSPA+ in 
validating the study is such that, all other parameters of HSPA+ are remain constant, and only code rate and 
speeds are mutable. The term code rate stands to signify number of bits taken by encoder and number of bits that 
will be produced. 
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Figure.2. Bit recovery performance in percentage (%) against Number of encoder outputs bits deleted 

The uplink and downlink throughput specifications for HSPA+ access network are given in Table I and Table 
II. The cat 27, cat 28 were selected for downlink comparisons, because they offer Multiple Input and Multiple 
Output (MIMO). MIMO allows aggregated transmission bitrate to be high ([13], [29]). The cat 9 was selected for 
uplink comparisons, because it has high order modulation scheme, a 16-Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 
(16QAM) which allow 4-bits per symbol, therefore high bitrate [25]. 

Boyle’s law (V1P1 = V2P2, where V= Volume and P= pressure) was adopted as mathematical comparison 
formula. The formula has been explained in [22] that, it can be used for comparing the same substance under two 
different sets of condition, therefore, the formula was modified to: 

New Peak rate (Rn)=
teHSPAcodera

rate code NTC x (Ro) ratePeak HSPA  .       (1) 

TABLE I HSPA+ UPLINK THROUGHPUT SPECIFICATION [15] 

Cat Modulation Code rate speed (Peak rate) 3GPP Release 

8 QPSK 1/1 11.50Mbps 9 

9 16QAM 1/1 23.0Mbps 9 

TABLE II HSPA+ DOWNLINK THROUGHPUT SPECIFICATION [15] 

Cat Modulation MIMO Code rate Speed Rel. 

21 16QAM - 5/6 23.4Mbps 8 

22 16QAM - 1/1 28.0Mbps 8 

23 64QAM - 5/6 35.3Mbps 8 

24 64QAM - 1/1 42.2Mbps 8 

25 16QAM Yes 5/6 46.8Mbps 9 

26 16QAM Yes 1/1 56.0Mbps 9 

27 64QAM Yes 5/6 70.6Mbps 9 

28 64QAM Yes 1/1 84.4Mbps 9 

1)  Uplink Speed Approximation:  In the case of uplink, the cat 9 release 9 was selected, whereby, Ro = 23.0 
Mbps and HSPAcoderate = 1/1. 

Case 1: NTC code rate = 1/ 6, Ro = 23.0 HSPAcoderate = 1/1 From formula 1, New Peak rate (Rn) = 3.83 Mbps 

Case 2: NTC code rate = 1/ 3, Ro = 23.0 HSPAcoderate = 1/1 New Peak rate (Rn) = 7.67 Mbps 
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TABLE III UPLINK CHANNEL BANDWIDTH SPEED APPROXIMATION 

  Peak rate Code rate 

HSPA+ 23.0 Mbps 1/1 

Existing NTC Viterbi Algorithm  3.83 Mbps 1/6 

Prototyped NTC Viterbi Algorithm 7.67 Mbps 1/3 

2)  Downlink Speed Approximation:  In this part, there were two cases, case 1 for, cat 27 release 9, Ro = 70.6 
Mbps, HSPAcoderate = 5/6 and case 2 for, cat 28 same release, Ro = 84.4 Mbps, HSPAcoderate = 1/1. 

Case 1: NTC code rate = 1/ 6, Ro = 70.6, HSPAcoderate = 5/6 From formula 1, New Peak rate (Rn) = 
14.12Mbps 

And for NTC code rate = 1/ 3, Ro = 70.6, HSPAcoderate = 5/6, New Peak rate (Rn) = 28.24 Mbps 

Case 2: NTC code rate = 1/ 6, Ro = 84.4, HSPAcoderate = 1/1, 

New Peak rate (Rn) = 14.06Mbps 

And for NTC code rate = 1/ 3, Ro = 84.4, HSPAcoderate = 1/1, New Peak rate (Rn) = 28.13 Mbps 

TABLE IV DOWNLINK CHANNEL BANDWIDTH SPEED APPROXIMATION 

 Peak rate Code rate 

HSPA+ Cat 27 70.6 Mbps 5/6 

Cat 28 84.4 Mbps  

Existing NTC Viterbi Algorithm  Cat 27 14.06 Mbps 1/6 

Cat 28 14.12 Mbps  

Prototyped NTC Viterbi Algorithm Cat 27 28.13 Mbps 1/3 

Cat 28 28.24 Mbps  

III. RESULTS DISCUSSIONS 

This part deliberates results obtained the study experiments. Results from study simulations and theoretical 
speed approximations are delivered. The uplink and downlink of the prototype are presented in this part. 

C. Simulation Observation 

Fig. 2 shows that, average maximum number of bits’ deletion that gives bit recovery performance of 100% is 
24, this implies, 24-bits can be deleted without introducing errors during retrieval of message at destination. The 
Fig. 2 also shows that further deletion from 24-bits, bit recovery performance starts to degrade. The 24-bits 
deletion threshold makes code rate to be 1/3 from 1/6 i.e. only 24-bits can be transmitted out of 48-bits. 

D. Speed results Discussions 

From Table III, the prototype increases the uplink channel speed of existing NTC Enhanced Viterbi by 20%. 
The prototype uplink speed obtained was 7.67Mbps, which has nearly cat 8 release 9 theoretical speed capacity, 
which is 11.50 Mbps under QPSK. Although the speed is still lower than that of cat 8 release 9, the uses of 
16QAM enable more bits per symbol, which reduced symbol rate in comparison to QPSK; therefore, uplink of 
the prototype still provides profitable speed for multimedia content delivery.  

From Table IV, the downlink speed of HSPA+ - cat 27 and cat 28 were used for approximation, in both cases 
the prototype shows improvement of 10% against conventional code rate. The study selected cat 28 in its 
implementation. This is because it provides a higher downlink speed than that of cat 27 of HSPA+.  When 
referenced from cat 28, the prototype downlink speed was 28.24Mbps, while existing NTC Enhanced Viterbi was 
14.12Mbps; therefore 10% improvement was obtained.  

In assessment to HSPA+ technology, the prototype speed is above 28.0Mbps of the HSPA+ cat 22 release 8. 
The HSPA+ cat 22 release 8 has no Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) while the prototype uses MIMO. 
The suggestion of using MIMO to the prototype can boost speed capacity to nearly 35.3Mbps of HSPA+ cat 23 
releases 8 in physical implementation.  

E. The Uplink and Downlink of the prototype 

The figures below provide uplink and downlink of the prototype based on NTC enhanced VA, which was 
designed based on results discussions of this paper.  The high compression algorithm or tools are suggested at 
source coding so as to minimize number of bytes would be sent to the encoder of the prototype, therefore few bits 
will be processed. 
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1) Uplink of the Prototype: 

 
Figure. 3.  Uplink of the prototype 

2) Downlink of the Prototype: 

 
Figure 4.  Downlink of the prototype 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The code rate of 1/3 was obtained by simulating different 8-bits patterns. This code rate of 1/3 enabled 
reduction of encoder output bits from 48-bits to 24-bits, therefore, few bits would be sent to the network and 
bandwidth conservation is attained.  This makes the prototype to be the good choice for low network bandwidth 
channel. In addition, the reduced code rate will reduce the expenses of user internet bundles, because number of 
MBs to be charged will be smaller. 

The uplink and downlink theoretical channel speed obtained were 7.67 Mbps and 28.13 Mbps respectively. 
The 64 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) modulations with 2x2 MIMO was selected for downlink and 
16 QAM for uplink. QAM was selected because it allows more bits per symbol, therefore more transmission 
bitrates. 2x2 MIMO will increase speed capacity, by using multiple antennas for transmission. 

This study has shown that, the performance of HSPA+ release 9 in speed is higher than that of the prototype. 
Therefore, it is recommended to use multimedia authoring tools with a high degree of compression so that; the 
lower speed of the prototype can be more profitable. 
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This prototype for multimedia delivery over network has three benefits, high data transmission reliability due 
to adopted NTC Enhanced Viterbi, minimum network bandwidth utilization and satisfied uplink and downlink 
access speed. 

This research also, suggests alternative studies of a similar nature but in the case of optical transmission. 
Optical transmission consists of high speed transmission and allows multi-mode transmissions; therefore, 
analysis in multi-mode transmission of fiber can give impressive result. 
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